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Week 12 Wed August 31st  CSA Share:  
 

- Potatoes                - Apples               - Cucumber       - Squash 

- Sweet Onion         - Green Beans     - Basil                - Tomatoes     -Beet/Carrot            

- Garlic Metichi 2nds         - Peppers (sweet/hot) 

-Salad mix 

           

     Who can believe we're knocking on September?  Summer sure has been swift this year, but 

we're certainly glad that the heat has been here.  The last couple nights have cooled off a tad, 

making us think of fall not faraway.  I've been reflecting a great deal on the effects of 

micro-climate in farming.  The southwest slope I live on draws heat up from the small upland 

valley below me through the process of inversion; hot air rises, cool air sinks.  My farm sits on a 

spit of land between two ravines, and I find that in the evenings the cool air sinks below me 

while the vegetables bask in the warm afterglow.  In the morning, fog flows past Grandmamas, 

just a few hundred yards away.  It is as a river over the lowpoint on the Bellsprings ridge near 

the top of the B&B road, flowing through the saddle into the canyon between Cow Mountain and 

Registered Guest.  I can hear it blowing through the old-growth firs but it rarely reaches me.  

It's a good feeling to see that the fog has crept in the night through the river canyons and 

mountain valleys but that it's lapping whiteness hasn't reached my door.  Some people like the 

cool, coastal marine layer; I am not one of those people.  I love to see the sun first thing in the 

morning, and I bask in it's glow all day.  I'm a hot crop you might say, sunshine is where it's at 

for me!   

        We remain entranced with the bounteous goodness the land continues to provide under 

nurturing care.  We're back into  some lettuce this week which means salad action is a must!  

There are so many combinations and possibilities in sweet or savory salad country.  Apple slices 

and raisins/craisins with grated beets, carrots and diced cukes over greens make a super chronic 

salad with a sweet dressing.  Look to the onions, Metichi 2nds and Irene's lovely potatoes for 

hearty additions to meal action.     I found out something interesting about peppers today.  It 

seems perhaps that my hot peppers aren't so hot because they've been overwatered.  I'm cutting 

down to see if this heats them up.   

        HappyDays,  Casey :) 

Casey's Easy Recipe Action 

Homefries 
 

Boil potatoes until soft inside (or if you have baked potatoes the night before, save some 

extras). 



Dice boiled or baked tates 

Dice peppers, red or yellow spicy onion, garlic 

(tomatoes, squash and green beans too if you like) 

Saute vegetables til lightly browned.  Set aside 

Heat oil for potatoes, add potatoes when oil is good n hot.  Brown potatoes, stirring in 

vegetables early or late depended on whether you prefer them more or less browned.   

You can serve with eggs, or you can pour eggs in and cook the whole mess n throw it in a 

tortilla and call it macaroni. . . or more likely a burrito I suppose.   
 

Cucumber Salad 
 

     This is super fast and easy and makes a cool, refreshing appetizer.   
 

Slice cucumbers thinly 

Slice a red or yellow onion the same, very thin.   

Mix in a bowl and cover with water and rice vinegar.  Chill.  Serve.  Top shape.   


